
Arts Administration Across Cultures
Mr Graham Sheffield, Arts Director of the Barbican Centre, was invited to Japan by The Japan Foundation
from Febru ary 25 to March 7 as part of their Short-Term Visitor's Programme. The purpose of his visit was to
examine arts facilities comparable to the Barbican Centre, to meet artists and arts administrators, and to look
for possible projects to be included in the series of Japan-related events planned for the year 2001, as well as to
explore co-promotional opportunities with Japanese partners. He spok e to IAPBN about what he felt the visit
had achieved.

have relativety unsophisticaled marketing
techniques. Perhaps this is beeause,Japanese
audiences turn up withoul having to be e-
mailed and direct-mailed and badgered into
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What is your role at the Barbican
Centre?
{. I have responsibility over the whole of the
arts side, which consists of music (the concert
hall), two theatres as of now, with the RSC
moving out for part of the year, the two
cinemas. the visual arts - not the art gallery
itself. but the foyer spaces and the con-
course gallery - sponsorship and the
education side which we're just staning up.

What didyou,,hope to achieie
during your visit to Japan?
* I wanted to look al arts facilities in
Tokyo to see how comparable they were to
our facilities and how much better
equipped they are, which I certainly found
outl Also to see how facilities were mn,
and at the same time to look for possible
partners for jolnt projects welre wofking
on in the theatre. In fact, I've just come
back from a meeting where we discussed
making an offer to one of the facilities I
visited - Saitama Arts Centre - to join us in
a co-production of a major music-theatre
piece for 1999.

How didyou spendyour time
there ?
* I saw a wide range of arts centres,
including Bunkamura, Tokyo Opera City and
the New National Theatre complex in
Shinjuku. I went to performances almost
every night, mainly of contemporary music
and dance. and I spent a day at the Tokyo
New lnternational Forum where I spoke at a

conference on the subject of Cultural
Industry. The forum is like a market with
stalls run by different arts orgetnisatioas, so it
was a good opportunity to get a quick
overview of the performing arts scene, lfl
one of the performance spaces. for example,
I saw a very interesting and moving piece of
contemporary dance done by a disabled
company.

What dffirences in approach did
yoa come Qcrass when talking to'
J apane se arts admini strators ?
* Wett, they've all got bigger budgets than
we have, and the facilities are:usually much
larger and more modern. I was quite
surprised, though, that even the new facilities

Mr Graham Sheffield with Mr Makoto Moroi;,
Arts Director at Saitama Arts Centre
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going to things. In spite of supgrb facilitiis;I
think there is sometimes a lack of product:
they're building a wonderful new opera house
in Shinjuku, for example, but there is not
going to be a resident opera company, which
seems paradoxical.

Did you find many opportunities
for future co-ope ration ?
* Yes. theoretically I think there are quite a

lot. Certainly the programming in Tokyo
Opera City could produce some interesting
possibilities in terms of sharing projects. I
also made contacts with quite a few contem-
porary dance companies. and in fact we're
talking to one at the moment who might hope-
fully come here for their UK premier next
year. With the RSC moving out of the
Barbican theatre for a while, there is a great

oppo4unity to put on Japanese productions. I
would love to bring some traditional Japanese
theatre over here as well, and we're talking
about the possibility of putting on kabuki. noh

or bunraku as part of the major Japanese
cultural even in 2001.

What trends did you notice in
Japanese cofttemporary arts?
.f. t get the impression there's a strong
movement in lhe contemporary dance/
pedormance afl scene. a sofl of new wave
that has Lreen influenced by the West but is
also strong on Japanese links, and there
also seems to be a lot happening in terms of
contemporary visual arts. There seems to
be less dynamism on the musical side,
though. where the barriers that have come
down recently in the West between popular
and,so-called'high'art still seem to exist.
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What was the most valuable
aspect of the trip?
{. t tfrint it was the personal contacts I
made. There's an awful lot you can do by
fax, but meeting people face-to-face is still
very important, particularly in Japan. For
example, my Head of Visual Arts had
asked me to contact a sculptor called

I Kalsura Funakoshi, so I found his agent in
Tokyo, arranged a meeting, and saw some of
his work in the studio. We're now hoping to
arrange an exhibition of his work - and I
couldn't have done that by fax! Japan also
providod me with ra wonderful kaleidoscope
of nisual images,, .

Can you tell us about your next
Japan-relate d proj e ct ?
* We are opening our new theatre season
here with a production of Shuji Terayama's
Shintokumaru, directed by Ninagawa, which
will run for a week in October. There's a

lendency to think of Japanese drama as all
haditional and often impenetrable, so I think
people will be surprised lirst of all by how
easy and approachable the play is and
secondly, by how spectacularly good the
producuon is. It's a brilliant visual spectacle -
Ninagawa has always been renowned for his
flalr foq visual iniagery and this production of
Shintokumaru will look tremendous on the
Barbican stage.


